Kia rio forums

If you own a Rio hatch or sedan, you should definitely join the Kia Rio forums. There are several
topics that are usually discussed on such forums. Each car forum features various categories
where people post their questions and get replies from other owners. Forum are suitable for the
current owners, as well as the potential Kia Rio buyers. Forums are a good place to learn more
about your car. Participating in discussions on each forum are some real experts and
mechanics who can help finding you a proper answer to your question. Those people can find a
solution to your problems even before you take your car to your nearest Kia dealership. One of
many benefits is also meeting new friends. You can meet new friends online or join the
members at meetings. It is up to you whether you want to join any Kia Rio forum , but if you do,
then it is very important to choose the best forum out there. Try to find a Rio forum with a large
number of active members who are willing to share their thoughts with you. Need help
diagnosing my Kia Rio I swapped the 1. I have a Kia Rio strike 59 plate 7 yr old a local garage
has just diagnosed abs fault as having the ECU unit gone, and ast. I experience some problems
with my Kia Rio sedan1. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Your email address will not be published.
Being a part of a Kia owner community means you can learn anything about your new or used
car. Kia Rio forum topics There are several topics that are usually discussed on such forums.
Who should join the Rio forums? How can you get benefits from this forum? An owner meeting
can be a perfect option to get some more knowledge about your ride! Related Kia Rio News May
Gary says:. Dean Baatjies says:. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. The all-new Carnival MPV adds new dimension to every drive, beautifully combining
luxury, capability, and flexibility into a whole new kind of vehicle. MPV defies definition. Explore
our new lineup of cold-conquering AWD vehicles. With the all-new Sorento, each road is a new
story waiting to be written by you. The all-new K5 was made to redefine what a sedan can be,
and the K5 GT is living up to the promise by outperforming the BMW i in independent testing.
The highly awarded Telluride now comes finished in a sleek all-black Nightfall edition. Kia
Seltos brings bold capability and peak style to challenge what you expect from a compact SUV.
MSRP excludes destination and handling charges, taxes, title, license fees, options, and dealer
charges. Vehicles shown with optional equipment. Actual price set by dealer and may vary. See
dealer for details. Some features only available as part of packages. Kia Motors reserves the
right to make changes at any time as to vehicle availability, destination, and handling fees,
colors, materials, specifications, features, accessories, packages, and models. Not responsible
for typographical or computer errors. See Features, Specifications and Options pages for
details. Make the most of any drive with an available turbocharged engine and available AWD.
Upping the ante on all out performance. The applicable destination and handling charge per
model are provided in the "Build and Price" section. Available AWD offers more traction, more
control, and more fun. Wherever the road takes you, Sportage offers the confidence of
All-Wheel Driveâ€”optional on all trims. Grip the road and feel the thrill in every turn, with
available All-Wheel Drive on Stinger. Available third-row seating with 7 or 8 seat configurations
4 and flexible cargo options let you pack in more adventure. A new multipurpose vehicle with
Slide-Flex seating, room for 7 or 8 2 , and best-in-class passenger and cargo space. Every detail
of the Kia Stinger was built to thrill. Choose from two turbocharged engine options. Explore
Carnival MPV. View Offers. Explore Sorento. Explore K5. Meet Telluride. Meet Seltos. Power
Initial Quality Award J. Power Initial Quality Award. Learn More. Meet the family. All-Wheel Drive.
Explore Models. Third-Row Seating. Third-row seating available in select Kia models gives you
room to bring the whole crew. Carnival MPV. GT-Line trim levels amp up your drive, with sporty
details and available higher-output engines. Step up to the K5 GT-Line for sport-inspired style
upgrades and a standard turbocharged engine. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
August in Kia. The Rio will share a platform with the upcoming Hyundai Accent, although the
Accent is expected to reach dealerships months earlier. Tagged: Kia Kia Rio Wagons. August I
think it'll be a hit with consumers worldwide. October If the production car looks like this sans
18" wheels , and it drives well, Kia will sell a ton of these cars. It's a great-looking car--much
nicer than the Mazda3 5-door IMO. Will it be raised significantly? November Wait a second Is the
Five door shown going to be in addition to the sedan and Cinco The Hatch back shown has a
much smaller cargo area behind the rear seat than the current Cinco. That is the strong point in
the Cinco. It can haul a lot of stuff with the rear seat up and even more with it down The new
hatch looks like it is in the Scion Xa and Chevy Aveo range for cargo room behind the rear seat.
Kia, don't screw this up. December Should be fun to see how it will look. I'm talking about the
4-door sedan model, the 5-door Rio Cinco will debut in March of , I believe in Europe. We'll start
with this one, though Take a look. Kia will score nicely with this Rio. Gonna be fun to check it
out! January Seems to be a very attractive little small car. Rear end is more stylish and less

bulbous than the Spectra. Overall, from these pics February It seems to be shorter than the
current 5-door Rio though. Way to go Kia. I was getting bored to death. Will there be a model
available like that, with no options, no air conditioning, with the 5-speed, that I can get new for
dirt cheap? See the press release. I think this is kind of cool, actually. Not many people will buy
that version, but there's something neat about a car that comes with absolutely nothing They
are calling this the Rio5, right? I saw the rear view picture on another website earlier tonight and
it called the new Kia the Rio5. Very interesting design, an improvement from the last design, by
far IMV in my view. It's really got a European look and I think Kia designed it for Europe-they're
growing by leaps and bounds there now. March It definitly shows that this hatchback version
was designed for Europe. The Cinco was styled more for american tastes and was never a big
hit in Europe. I am a hatchback fan, more for the utility of the vehicle. I actually like the styling of
the old Cinco much better. This new car will have a very small cargo area behind the rear seat.
My sister has a model and I like it. While this new car may drive better and have more passenger
room, it will not have cargo space. No more hauling a TV behind the rear seat. No six suitcases
for the families trips. There better be a good roof rack system for the new car, owners will need
one. I wonder what kind of mileage it is suppose to get, and how much heavier it has become
with the makeover. April I've never seen a car on the road without air conditioning. It sounds
interesting to have a car that resembles a modern Model T- just the basics- seats, doors,
airbags and a transmission. My aunt lives in Northern Wisconsin. When I'm there I look at the
car dealers in her town. Here in the southeast you'd be crazy to order a car without Air
Conditioning. The summer days here can get to almost degrees and during the winter can dip
down to 6 degrees. So I've gone without it for the five years I've owned the car. I've learned to
bring a water bottle with me when I drive in the summer. Andrew, You can actually recharge
your system with a retrofit R Kit. They run about I've redone several R12 Systems over the
years. First step.. Take your rig in and get the old stuff sucked out, most places will recover and
recycle it for FREE. If you do the re charging its easy to do im telling ya , but get help from
someone you know if you aren't sure where the High and Low Side Ports are, or even if you
dont feel comfortable doing any of this. The replacement connectors screw over the old valves,
the Low side becomes a larger one with a Blue Cap, and the High Side Becomes a Slightly
larger connector with a Red Cap. Make sure that when you recharge it, you put the Oil in first,
have your AC turned on full blast, and engine running. Then this isn't perfect science, but your
car WILL blow cold air compared to none at all! So, if its say, 23 OZ of R12, that comes out to,
Its VERY important you remember this. I say its "not a science" because each can is 12OZ.. Just
make sure you keep your finger on the shut off valve for the R Some people say that you should
"consider" replacing all your system O-rings. What makes the diff is that the Oil you charge it
with in the Kit will have the necessary lubricant, and sealing qualities that work great with R12
Systems. Just something to consider. If you know where your Low and High side is, Get your
Numbers figured out for the best amount to add of R, You can have your AC up and running in
about 15 minutes. They Don't mix. Some people say it works fine, others say it causes all kinds
of problems. So I've been reluctant to give it a try. Although the car is 19 years old, it's not a
piece of junk, and I don't like to make haphazard repairs. Well, I guess I dragged this discussion
a bit off topic Will it have side curtain airbags? Yes, it will. From the official press release: "The
new Rio also offers class-leading interior volume and six standard airbags, including full-length
side-curtain airbags. Korean model of NewPride Rio comes with lot more feature than American
models ex. Front heated seats, leather seat, mp3 player, temparature indicator, red special
model, choice of 10 different exterior colors, etc. Korean model interior is bit more stylish.
Andrew, I can see your qualms but consider this: Unless your current compressor is already
hosed, I would give it a whirl. Personally, Ive had perfect luck with 10 different vehicles asian
and domestic so far, and not a single hitch. The big thing is to be sure you are as accurate as
you can be with the refill. Always put in slightly less R There are many people out there that
dont understand how a R12 Compressor has a different head pressure piston that compresses
the gas when using R12 Freon and you need to be sure you dont overfill because of the
different molecular makeup of R Ive met a couple people that overfilled them, and damaged their
compressors from really overdoing it.. Its really just simple math. If your Car is in as good a
shape as you say, Im sure you will be fine. Heres another tidbit.. Flawless install, and it blows
cold. LOL but its also 10 times cheaper! Yeah, you can run a risk in anything, but I say go for it.
You have absolutely nothing to loose. Look at it this way.. If your compressor is on its way out,
its better to learn about it with a R Retrofit, then to refill with very expensive R12 and find out
that way. I can see your worries, but its really a piece of cake. Jeff :shades:. Isn't that the way it
always is! The best for the rest. America seems to always get left out when it comes to cool
stuff. I admit that there are going to be people that wouldn't pay for leather in a Rio. Any chance
we'll get that feature also? Not that I know of So when is this car suppose to be released here? I

wounder how much this car will cost here in the United States? May The only thing I can't stand
about the new Rio is the large black mouldings. Will these definitely be coming here? Will you
be able to get them body-colored? They are just too large and look odd. I LOVE the rear tailight
design on the hatchback though. Very European. So far though I prefer the upscale looks of the
Accent over the Rio. That car is so cute! I like the interior as well. Lucky Koreans. I'm having
problems distinguishing between the "High" and "Low" side - both ports are near each other.
One is closer to the front bumber and the other is on a second line set a few inches behind the
other one the second one is closer to the engine block. Which one would you consider the Hi
and Low if oyu recall from your Honda conversion? Also - if I choose NOT to deplete my old R12
by a technician, could I simply manually deplete the old R12 in the air at my home by pusing in
the nozzle on one or both ports? Is this illegal? I read that this could be dangerous so it would
be done in open air, of course if I am legally able to do it this way. Would it remove all the old
R12? Thank you and I look forward to getting cold air again in my Honda. Does anyone know if
the Rio hatchback is coming to the U. Hi brent. I wouldnt recommend discharging your R12
whatever left manually. Mainly because having a "tech" remove it helps get some of the R12
based oil out of the compressor, and helps your system have a "vacuum" in it. Shops will
usually do this removal for free. Call the shop first and tell them what you are doing and that
they can have your old R12, and heard they can remove it for free. Go to a place that specializes
in AC repairs and installs. About the Legality issue. It is"illegal" to just dump R12 into the
atmosphere so I myself went the route of taking it in and having someone take the old stuff out.
R12 and RA, when released, can be dangerous if someone was to break the shrader valve the
little "pintle" valve thats inside of the High and low side ports Its also used on Valve stems of
Automotive tires.. When leaving the system, R12 and RA will freeze objects that are near the
valve as the gas leaves. Just like when you spray something out of any can.. They make it
sound almost deadly.. I suppose it could be if you managed to somehow put a can of refrigerant
to a High side valve which is under "pressure" instead of "vacuum" like the low side is. The
High and Low side valves use different size ports. The Low side is larger in size than the high
side and you will notice that the valves that come in the kit threaded aluminum units with a
valve in them may or may not have a Blue or a Red Plastic Cap. You might get stuck with Black
caps, but you will see that they are not the same size and are not interchangable. Make sure
when you install the valves over the original valves, you dont reef them down.. Tighten enough
to snug.. The RA connector that the cans spin on they give you in the Kit, will only connect to
the Lowside port as its sized with safety in mind. Its totally foolproof. About refilling, Be careful
of your measurements. Look at your RA connector hose that came in your kit. It has a brass
fitting, where the cans screw on to.. Make sure your valve is turned out so the sharp metal "pin"
isnt going to puncture the can as you screw the can onto the connector. When you turn the
valve to the right, it will screw downward, and eventually puncture the can.. You fill by opening
the valve again after you feel the resistance of puncturing, then the gas will start flowing as you
turn the valve back out again. Make sure the can is "upside down" with the cans valve pointing
down. It helps with filling. You can attach and remove the connector in the same way you do
with Airtools. There is a coupler, and you lift up on the coupler, press the connector down on
the port with a small amount of pressure.. Using these above steps: Fill the 2 oz Oil can first.
Then add the First can of RA. Simply, disconnect the coupler, reset the valve position, there
might be a slight discharge of gas remaining in the can , load your next can. There is no danger
when you do this. On your Honda. The Cans only hold 12 Oz each, so BE Careful on the 2nd can
because you can overfill if you arent paying very close attention. Once you have partly installed
the 2nd can.. Be quick about it! Once disconnected from the Low Side, you will be left with a bit
of R in your can. It will probably very slowly leak out of the valve when sitting, so be prepared
for that. RA is way cheaper than R12! Just make sure that you absolutely dont overfill your R Its
better to be slightly "low" than too "high". The cans will go from Full to empty in about 45
seconds when filling. But its much better than nothing. Good luck. June One Addendum to my
last post.. Turn the valve IN.. Not Out. How much will it cost? Still a good improvement over ,
but the highway mpg for the manual should be especially with the auto's numbers. Looking at
the specs, you can see a significant difference between the high gear ratios of the manual and
auto transmissions. I suppose that can explain the automatic's better highway mileage It's good
to see improvement over the current model. But Kia will need to bring a hybrid version of the
Rio supposedly considered for , along with a Hyundai Accent hybrid to really compete on the
mileage front. July I bought my mother a Kia Rio Cinco. It has been a great car. I was
disappointed to see that they have screwed up the rear styling as well as the Spectra 5. Yes, the
new name will be the Kia Rio5,. Haha, of course, I'm Korean. In Korea, this car is named " New
Pride" as most of Korean miss one of best models, that is old Pride. Compared to previous Rio,
new Rio has more larger dimensions as well as higher power. I don't know how this new Rio will

change in U. What I felt so far is that new Rio has became economical. Especially diesel version
of Rio has really owesome mileage. Somebody ever told he was able to drive approximately
over kilometers with his diesel Rio when his car was filled up. I just bought gasoline one.
However the gasoline one also provides nice mileage. In addition, its exterior and interior are
very handsome. Frankly, I can say it's european style rather than american style. Whatever it
looks like, you will meet new Rio soon, then it will be up to you to judge. Funny you should ask.
It is available with either a five-speed manual or a four-speed automatic transmission. The Kia
flash site for the new Rio used to say "Arriving in August". I just checked in and it now says
"Arriving in September". Problems, perhaps? Or maybe can't get them delivered in time for a
big rollout? Day before yesterday, I bought a Rio Cinco with niles! I wanted a but they were out
of then as well as every dealer here. Anyway, they told me the 06's were supposed to come the
last week in August. I would have waited but I'm not to crazy about the restyle. Sign In or
Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of
these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. April edited March
in Kia. Sounds like a lot of car for the dollars. What do you think? Thanks for your comments.
April For the price, very good fit and finish and ideal for those needing a small wagon for
everyday errands. Did not get to sit in it and other than seeing it closely, could not tell much
more than this. However, having talked to several owners of the sedan version who have been
pleased with their cars, it seems like a good buy for those in need of a vehicle with its'
capabilities. Looked nice for the price. As in the above post, viewers couldn't get inside.
However, I noticed through the driver's side window that there appeared to be a power mirror
switch, which leads me to believe that the Rio Wagon may come equipped with standard or
optional features which are unavailable on the sedan version. It looks classier than the sedan.
I'd certainly consider buying one. June I am very interested in checking out the rio wagon, but
no one seems to know when it will come available. Not much new information lately. Does
anyone have the inside scoop? You may want to try inquiring directly through the Kia Website.
Good luck, and please let us know if you find out anything new Happy Motoring! Welcome to the
Swamp!!! July Since I have a long commute and chew up cars on a regular basis, and with the
price of gas fluctuating as much as money on the currency market these days, I need a car that
gets good mileage first, comfortable second. I really like wagons, and this one is just gorgeous.
So, I have been pestering the local Kia dealers in between work and home. Heres the latest: the
wagon to be called the Rio Cinco, by the way was suppose to be here already. Instead, the new
Sedona MiniVan has started to roll in. So, they the Dealers feel that the "RioCinco" kind of
catchy! Since the drivetrain of the Wagon will be the same as the sedan, I drove both a Manual
and a Automatic version to get an idea of what level of performance I can expect. The manual
was fun. The shifts are short and accurate, but a little stiff although this may loosen with time
This transmission makes the most out of the torque available off the line. Unfortunately, Kia
may have geared the final drive ratio to allow for better mileage, so the off the line performance
leaves one wanting for more. But once it gets moving and the revs get up there it moves out
pretty well. I imagine it would be just fine on the freeway. I look forward to further postings here
and will definitely post as soon as I actually see and drive one. It looks better in the flesh then it
does in pictures too! The one I looked at was Polar White with Gray interior. It had the manual
trans and all available options except ABS. However, the wagon portions list had 2 important
differences from the Sedan: this one had factory Power Door locks operated by the drivers door
lock post, pull up or push down, with key or by hand, and all the doors including the tail gate
unlock or lock Very nice especially, for a wagon. The other: the guages now include a
Tachometer! With a Manual car I really like having a Tach. This way I always know how hard I
am pushing the engine. Also, I had a chance to drive it. It drove like the sedan. Good ride,
adequate, if not sparkling, acceleration, a very comfortable driving position. The interior,
especially in back, is nicer than the sedans. The hatch is very light and opens nice and high, so
people of average to moderately tall heights will not hit there head when trying to load a large
item. It even has a nice and easy to grip pull handle note: a real handle, not a cut out in the trim
panel for fingers only for closing it once your finished something many wagons, costing alot
more money, do not have. The cargo area is nicely finished and has a light mounted to the left
trim panel that comes on when the hatch is opened. Also, this one had the optional cargo net.
There is a standard pull out cargo cover that easily latches on the edges of the door frame.
Also, under the carpeted floor covering is a mini spare and some room to put additional tools
and disc emergency items. Again, very nicely done. An incredible price for a car in this class. Is
that Canadian or Amercian dollars? Are you going to be purchasing one? If so, I'm looking
forward to hearing more details Thanks again! Saw the first Cinco wagon at a dealer here in
Ohio Would like to test drive one soon August Live in Jax, Florida. Coggin Kia got one

yesterday and I drove it today. It was a beautiful pewter green with a multi colored beige interior.
All for about 12, msrp. Seats were very comfortable and firm. A much more expensive feel than
the sticker would make you think, even lumbar on drivers side! Stereo was very good also. The
one thing I did not like was that the rear split fold down seats did not only not fold down flat ,
but there was a very steep angle to them more so than other wagons or hatches. I am interested
in the vehicle for hauling around my basset! He would have a hard time with balance in this one!
Yes he is spoiled! The vehicle looks wise is gorgeous! Much nicer than even the pictures!
Overall a great value for the money and I think Kia will have a winner with this one. Am I gonna
get one? That remains to be seen! Happy wagon hunting! Saw one yesterday St. Since this
thing is essentially a hatchback, would it be possible to double list it on the hatchback forum
like the Mazda? Since this is a cross between a wagon and a hatch would it be possible to
co-post on the hatchback forum, like the Mazda Pro-5? The little wagon looks cool and seems
fairly practical. We couldn't get into the car at the show so I never got to snoop around in it. I'd
love to read the experiences of those who've tested or bought the Rio Cinco. So far, I love it.
When you here 2 beeps, you have 30 seconds to start the car. Again, it was on the car already,
but I feel better having it and got it for cost. The car is very comfortable for me 5'8. I had no
problem finding an Ideal setting for the 8-way adjustable drivers seat and the adjustable
steering wheel. The CD sounds quite good for this price of car not as good as the Toyota
Echo's, but close. I will keep you posted on how the car performs, the gas mileage and it's
reliabililty. Why do I not have it now: One main reason: The Drivers seat. For Me, it was so
uncomfortable due to way to lumbar support designed in and a bottom cushion angle that was
to severe. I had to add 2 pieces of foam to top of the cushion just to get the seat somewhat
comfortable!. My back hurt so bad after a few months in the car, I sold it. However, it was a good
performer, got great mileage and the CD stereo was simply excellent. And thanks for sharing all
the details. Btw, I believe you're the first actual owner that's posted in this discussion. I think
we'll be seeing more owners here very soon. We look forward to hearing more about your
ownership experience, so please keep us posted. September They looked cool but were smaller
than I thought. That wagon seems ideally suited to urban driving. I still haven't seen one
stateside yet. The Rio Wagon is near the top of my list as a second car along with the Echo which seems to be the official Car of Quebec Province. I'm very curious but I will certainly
understand if you don't wish to share. Good luck with you new car! No I have no problem telling
you what I paid. So far, So good. On my first 2 measured tanks of gas, I got Not to bad for a car
that is not really broken in yet. I have been pleasantly surprised by the performance of the car
so far. I have to pull a long grade of about miles where the elevation goes from goes from ft to
ft. So it is a long, steady climb. I have had many cars that could not do this. One small criticism I
do have is the small and fairly useless slide out cup holders. At least useless in the manual
model. When you shift through the gears, if you have a drink in the holder bigger than a soda
can, you hit it with your hand and the shifter. Other than that, I haven't found anything else to
really complain about. Again, I have had a Toyota Echo. It was a good car. However, it was more
money and there has been price increases since I bought mine! Particular annoying was the
Echo's tendency to be easily blown around by the wind. Due to its tall, boxy design and light
weight, if there is a small cross wind, you will feel it as the car has to be constantly corrected to
keep it going in a straight line. Hoever,I do live in a windy area. Surprisingly, the RIO is barely
affected by cross winds. Why is this? Not sure, really. But I believe it is because of the shape of
the wagon which are inherently more aerodynamic and its lower profile. Nice surprise for me
though. Good luck on whatever car you choose. I look forward to hearing what you picked and
how you like it. It's a better-made car. I can't believe the nonsense sold for money we're dealt in
this country. People buy it, too! Bar none. What you are saying are not facts. They are opinions.
The fact is that Korean cars are still lagging a bit behind, but they have made such a fast
improvement that I will not be surprised if Hyundai or Kia for that matter surpasses Honda and
Toyota someday. I just test drove the Rio wagon this afternoon and here are a few observations.
The seats are very comfortable,a little on the firm side, but not VW firm. The manual
adjustments work very well to get the right settings. I didn't care for the material on the inside of
the doors. It was much too coarse, one step above burlap,and seemed too thin, but probably
durable. Inside the hatch there is just enough room for my 90lb dog. There is a nice pullover
piece to hide your cargo. I was impressed with the ride. The suspension was just right for this
car, on a scale of 1 to 10 ten being very firm it was about a 4. The steering was light and the car
went where it was pointed. Brakes were ok, about average. The engine pulled pretty good until
you got to 4k rpm, then it seemed to work a lot harder, it also got a lot noisier in the cabin. Now
the bad part During the whole test drive I had no clue if the car was in gear or not when I was
changing gears. It has a very vague and rubbery feel to it and it wasn't that easy to get in gear.
Also you cannot shift with the armrest down, unless you do it with your wrist at a 90 degree

angle. There is a fixed pedal to rest your left foot when your not shifting. It was in the perfect
spot. Overall the car seemed put together pretty well, No squeaks or rattles and nice paint. If it
wasn't for the shifter I would seriously consider this car. Does anyone know if cruise control is
available?? There's a polar white one that has my name on it at a dealership only a couple miles
from my work. Gotta run it by my other half first! I'll keep you posted-you know me! I decided to
just run my '99 Sephia. We're at 72, miles and running strong. I like the Cinco enough, though to
put it at the top of my "next new car" list along with Kia's new Spectra 4-door sedan, Kia
Spectra hatchback and Kia Optima. The Rio Cinco would fit my mile-a-day commute schedule
very well so it's at the top of the list. Do post your thoughts on your Kia Rio Cinco's you've
purchased! I'm very interested in this cool new offering from the greatest car maker in the
world. I walked over to the KIA lot. It is really a neat little wagon. It looks even better the the pic
at the beginning of this board. Looked really sharp. Yep-it remains on my short list! Is this a
model difference or do all '02's sedan and Cinco come that way? Since the Cinco is listed as a
hatch for the Canadian market, I still think it should be listed under both hatch and wagon
topics. I don't remember this at all with my '88 Festiva. To me the platform really hasn't
advanced that much in 13 years. Remember the Festiva as being more fun to drive. The Cinco is
getting into the same price range I paid for my Elantra GLS with 5 speed and group 2 cruise and
remote keying. I think I got a lot more car. On the other hand the Cinco especially in gold looks
a lot better to my eye than the Rio sedan. It looked great with that wedge-shaped body the Cinco
has. I'm back to wanting to test drive, probably will this Saturday afternoon. My dealership is
waiting for me I've e-mailed them ahead of time and they have my current credit situation. If I
want it I'll push for maximum trade-in for my '99 Sephia! It'll be interesting-I'll see how serious
they are to move Kia's here in northern Washington state. I was concerned about my Boeing job
but my manager seemed to think my job was secure. Trading in is back on, baby! I'll ask if the
new Spectra's are in and test drive both of those as well. Yeah, the tachometer is an unexpected
treat on the Cinco. I'm curious how it powers up to freeway speeds. The Sephia does this fine
and I want to see how Cinco's 1. I'll keep y'all posted! We didn't even test drive the Cinco! I saw
one on the lot. When I hopped in all I saw was a CD player. I wanted to test drive it but my wife
didn't like it. She liked the Sportages. I did test drive a black Optima. What a nice car. This car
was every bit the car that the Camry I rented about a year ago was. Just as smooth and quiet.
Nice car but too much monthly payment. The new Spectra's weren't in yet but that didn't matter
anyway. The wife didn't want another econobox. The finance guy asked if I minded driving a
manual transmission in a Sportage. Of course I didn't mind. Over to the 4x4 Sportage's we
trotted. We settled on a Sportage 4x4. Pepper red in color with power steering, locks, windows
and 5-speed transmission. It has a theft-deterrent system and 4-wheel drive! This is perfect for
us as we live close to Mt. Baker in northern Washington state and near all kinds of outdoor
activities. The Sportage is fun to drive. It takes the bumps with authority. The ladder-frame gives
the SUV a firm feel yet bumps are taken as little pitter-pats and barely move anything except the
Hankook wilderness tires. Top priority for this afternoon! Now come the Sportage clubs and
options galore! I can't wait! My wife and I feel like we've got the best vehicle we could have for
our situation. October Happy to hear that you're enjoying the new Sportage. That four wheel
drive may come in handy this winter, no? Now you'll have to change your userID to
"iluvmysportage". We're still considering the Cinco as a second car. Had a scare this week
when I thought my old Mustang died. Turned out it just needed a starter. We're keeping the
Stang for a while longer so it looks like the Rio goes back into a holding pattern. If anyone
makes a Cinco test drive, please post your thoughts here. After a couple of minor trim related
issues in the first few months of ownership. Wait until you get to take it off road. The sportage,
with its short overhangs and all coil suspension does outstanding off road. Especially
considering that it rides well on the road too. Alas, my wife loved it. However, there was one
area which I did not like about it and ultimately led us to trade it in. Lack of room! I am a large
fellow and although our family is small, we were always taking a friend s of my daughters on
outings and there just wasn't enough room for all of our stuff although KIA makes an extended
version that they sell outside north america. Also, with a full load of people and stuff, another 30
HP would have been nice. When climbing up our long grade to the high desert, the trans had to
constantly downshift to keep up a good head of speed we had the Auto Trans For 2 people and
with the manual trans, a great choice for fun times. Now as far as the tach issue goes.
Unfortunately, as far as I know, only the Cinco comes with the it. Not yet available in the sedan.
But Cinco. Cinco, 5 doors. A power sunroof is available as an option. Again, things that make
you go Hmmmm. But overall, I really love my Rio Sporthatch. It gets great mileage avg of 33
mpg fwy speeds that are, shall I say, a TAD above the posted 65 and while pulling a grade, with
the air on! Best Air I have had in a small car. Well, till another time. Thanks for reading my post.
Although you like yours and Iluvmysephia likes his, there seems to be almost no posts on it last

time I looked. In fact, I think the entire thread disappeared. I'm interested because a friend of my
daughter is thinking about buying one. Frankly I was suprised when I drove one, cheap but
appealing in a crude sort of way. Didn't like the shift linkage, however, just like all Kias I've tried
except for my Festiva. My mother has been looking for a nice small and inexpensive car to
replace her 91 Ford Explorer XLT which is essentially toast. My mother is not picky. She wants a
good car reliable , with some basic power options ie. My mom has bad hips and she has found
that most cars seats are designed to fit you snug, which places pressure on her hips and can be
very painful. So far, the Corolla wins in this category because it seats are rather flat. To my
questions: 1. Are Power windows available? Do you have Cdn figures? The seats, are they
relatively flat, or are the contoured support to fit snug? Maybe I missed it, but what does KIA
offer in terms of warranty? I must admit, I am a little hesitant to recommend a KIA. Perhaps its
the stereotype of Korean cars having bad reliability Can anyone share additional thoughts on
the reliability of these cars? Many thanks. Let me answer your questions in order. They are
standard on the Sport version Rx-V. You will have to check your canadian buying guide sites for
your price. The problem that your mother will have is that the car is fairly low, making getting in
and out it more difficult, especially if she is used to getting in and out of an Explorer. The basic
factory warranty is: 5 yrs or 60, miles Bumper-to-Bumper, 10 yr, , mile Limited powertrain
coverage, 5 yr unlimited mileage road side assistance. Now, what do they mean by limited? The
, mile powertrain extension is for the original purchaser of the vehicle only. If the car is sold or
traded, then the powertrain portion is limited to 60, miles. Also, other limitations include: the
paint and audio systems are only covered for 36, miles and adjustments are covered for only 12,
miles IE: Door alignment, cable adjustments, idle speed: repairs not requiring replacement of
parts. Also, as far as reliabililty goes, I must admit that on paper and as seen in some consumer
magazines KIA does not have a good reputation. In fact, they have consistantly performed in the
lower rankings. However, there quality is improving. I am sure that this is due to there new
owners influence, Hyundai. So far, I have had NO problems nock on wood at all. Hmmmm Which
is really good because the dealer I bought the car from closed their doors forever, seemingly
days after I signed for mine. This has created other frustrations for me related to proper
processing of the paperwork, but that is another story, to long to tell here. Anyway, let me get
back on track. If I may suggest, have you and your mother looked at the new Ford Escape as a
replacement for the Explorer? It is smaller than the Explorer, so it is much easier to handle and
gets a little better mileage. Yet it still has that higher SUV profile, making it easier to get in and
out of. It can be had with all the goodies you might want and comes with a 4 cyl standard. An
optional hp V6 is available. It can be purchased in Front or All wheel drive versions. This is a
really nice vehicle. It is based on the Sonata platform. This means you get a car like ride from
four wheel independent suspension and V6 power. It can also be pruchased in Front or All
wheel drive versions. In addtion, as in normal fashion for Hyundai, you get alot of bang for the
buck and you get the same great warranty as KIA offers! I have mentioned just a couple of the
small SUV's now available. I did this because your mom is use to the advantages of an SUV, but
may not want to spend a fortune on a new Explorer or there just to big Now, if you are on a
budget and this is why your considering a RIO Wagon, then by all means check one out. The
one that will land first will be the new Toyota Matrix, followed by the Pontiac Vibe basically
,there the same vehicle underneath. Then Daewoo will be introducing there vehicle for this class
as yet un-named. You can check these vehicles out at Canadian Driver. A great site for news
and info on cars. I hope this helps you. I guess I should have mentioned that price was primary
factor, as is gas mileage and ride. I agree that in and out of most sedans in general could be a
problem, but I think she wants out of the "truck" ride and feel due to her back problems gee, I
make it sound like my mom is falling apart, don't I? I have not seen the Rio myself, but
suggested she go a test drive one I believe she is going today or tomorrow. I let you know what
she has to say. Again, thanks for taking the time. I look forward to hearing what she thought of
the RIO. Well, my mom test drove the Rio Wagon on two separate occasions, once on her own
and once with my sister. Her 2nd test drive confirmed her impressions from the first test drive.
With the economy the way it is, she just wants to get a good car and minimize costs. She plans
to keep the car for 3 years then upgrade assuming they economy is better and they are more
secure financially. As much as she loved the new Impreza and the fact that it is AWD, demand is
so high and supply so short that Subaru Canada is not offering any special financing, whereas
both Toyota and Kia are offering good financing rates on models. Subaru can't keep them on
the lot. In terms of quality features etc. Seat was a problem for her hips, but she was willing to
overlook that ie. But price was an overriding factor and therefore the Impreza is eliminated.
These are her impressions of the Rio: Pros: 1. Get many stnd features for the price. Car is
decent looking and likes the wagon for space. Cons: 1. Extremely noisey engine compared to
the Corolla. Seat is very uncomfortable for her. Ride is too rough. Found cabin smaller that the

Corolla. Related to 5 above, concerns about re-sale value ie. As a result, as good as the price is,
she decided she simply would be unhappy with this vehicle due to noise, comfort and the risk
re: reliability and re-sale. Therefore, she eliminated the Rio from her short-list. Down to the
Corolla, I suggested she test-drive the new Elantra GT hatchback, which for the same price as
the Corolla comes with more standard features. Anyway, thanks for all the info and advice.
December This discussion is now linked to our Kia Owners Club , where you'll also find direct
access to many other Kia discussions throughout Town Hall. While you're there, please take a
moment to say hello to other Kia Owners in our Kia Owners: Meet the Members discussion.
Thanks for your participation. For future reference, look for a direct link to the Kia Owners Club
in the Additional Resources on the left side of this page. February I bought a new Rio Cinco last
week. It scoots through city traffic nicely, behaves well on the freeway. If it's nearly as sturdy as
that Festiva was, I'll understand the great warranty. The other pizza drivers I moonlight with are
amazed at how much car I got for my money. I'm happy. We look forward to hearing about your
ownership experience. If you have a chance, please stop by our Kia Owner's Club and say hello.
Happy motoring! March We took our new Cinco on the road over the St. Patricks Weekend.
Played tourist, came home on side roads through to Sandhills. It was happy doing 75 on the
Interstate, but wanted to do it on the side roads too. It handled passing on the side roads pretty
well. I hit 90 passing 2 semi's on a down slope. For 2 "empty nesters" and a 64 lb Boxer,this is
all the car we need for trips. Sue loved the way it handles curves in Nebraska's Sandhills. Once
we added pillows in the rear leg wells, our Pooch was Happy with the back seat. An article in the
auto. It sure will be interesting to see what they've done with the car. Changes will include
redesigned front grill, standard power windows, center console, 10 percent increase in
horsepower, and optional spoiler. All good! Are you Mr. Nascar or do you just love to race on
taxpayer-supported streets?! May How can I find out what company actually manufactures the
engines and auto-transaxles in the Rio Cinco? Or to rephrase can anyone here tell me who
manufatures the above, Sephias and others are not a Kia product is what many have told me. I
came to ask that question but now I see the 03 will be a 1. So the Cinco is a one year only
engine? Who manufactures the newest 1. The engines in th'02 are Mazda Based lic products.
The engines in the '03 are the same that are used in Hyundai accents-Mists lic. It looks like
you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign
in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. October Thanks backy. Any of the have the power package? Any
Rio5s yet? Here, there have been about 10 sedans, but no options except automatic. Only two
have had manual transmissions. I have not seen the Rio5. I've been to two Kia dealers in the last
few days just to look around. Not one single 5-speed at either dealer. There were a couple of
LXs without the power package, too. I would have test driven if they'd had a manual, but the
automatic doesn't interest me in the least. I was impressed with the overall look and the interior.
I gave my info to a salesman at both dealers so they could call when they got a manual in. One
checked his incoming cars on order and said they have a red one coming in in weeks, but no
power package. I wonder why they offer ABS but none of the cars on lots have it? To keep the
price down perhaps? I look forward to driving a 5-speed Rio and the Hyundai Accent as well.
You've hit on the reason I prefer ABS to be standard. It's too hard to find, especially on low-end
Kias and Hyundais. That by itself would be a good reason to wait until the Accent with its
standard ABS comes out. On the lack of sticks, I wonder if they think automatics will sell better
because the mpg rating is higher? Also there's more markup on those. The higher MPG of the
automatic certainly doesn't hurt. But the truth is very few cars are sold with manual
transmission these days. Economy subcompacts are also the most likely to have manuals, but
still they're few and far between. November For some reason that link I typed doesnt work. It is
the right one. You'll hafta type it into the address bar. Dont know why its doing that. I saw one
on the road today that was red, very nice looking. I want to take a look at the Rio5, but none of
the dealers near me have any. They must be selling as soon as they get them. Your link isn't
working because there is a period at the end when you click it. Edit the message and take off
the period and it will work. I wanted to look at the Rio5 too but the dealership i went to said they
didnt even get any on the lot yet. Im in Phoenix AZ and i have to say i havent seen one 06 rio on
the road yet besides mine. My dealer here in Houston has yet to recieved any Rio5's. From what
I hear no one has. I went to buy one on August 9 and the had none. I was told the would have
them in 2 weeks. They still don't them. I was told the waiting list was about 20 people. Since I
couldn't wait, which wound up being a good thing. They had a Cinco with just 1, miles on it! Got
it for 2 grand less than a Rio5. Yeah I know I missed out on a lot of updates, but I'm happy. I
have taken a look at the '06 Kia Rio and it was also a black one. Sharp looking car and although
I only looked at it from the outside I can see that it's a cool car. Your pictures are nice and it
looks like Kia has really made a great little car that the masses can afford. Hence, there's a big

part of the reason I like and respect Kia Motors so much. Do you like the factory stereo in there?
Do you have enough headroom and legroom? Don't forget about the Long Haul Warranty,
either. Oh, it does work for you, too. Just keep up on your maintenance and you'll be fine. I will
keep the '06 Kia Rio 4-door sedan on my futures list and continue to follow the Kia success
story as they move ahead. I am amazed how cool a color black looks on this '06 Kia Rio sedan!
I've added the black '06 Kia Rio sedan to my computer's background Windows page, eliminating
the Toyota Yaris 4-door that had held that spot for several months. I like the Hyundai Accent a
lot, too, but I really like how Kia has prepared this '06 Rio for us. Very, very nice. Ah the joys of
savoring a Kia Rio Has anyone else realized the seeming overlap between the Rio and Spectra,
at least as far as pricing goes. Just an observation. Yes, that's what this discussion is about.
Have you driven one yet? Any plans to buy one in the near future? Just think, you could trade in
your Accord on a new Rio and walk out of the dealer with some cash! There was some
discussion awhile back here about the close pricing between the Rio and Spectra. There will be
the same issue with the Accent and Elantra, except the Elantra's prices start even lower than
the Spectra's. IMO, Kia priced the Rio a tad high. But they do seem to be flying off the lots Just
think, you could trade in your Accord on a new Rio and walk out of the dealer with some cash
Tempting Worst car I ever drove. Has tainted me against Kia. So what's changed since then?
Hopefully Hyundai will steer clear of em. They've got a chance against the Japanese. It's far
removed from the Sephia. LOTS has changed since then. For one thing, Kia shares some
platforms with Hyundai, and the '06 Rio is based on the same platform as the '06 Accent. Why
not take a new Rio or Rio5 for a drive before assuming it's a piece of junk? You might be
pleasantly surprised. OMG I couldn't believe what I just read! I get sick and tired of people
basing their oponion of Kia on the Sephia!! The Sephia has not been made since !! The Rio You
say "I'll pass" yeah go ahead and "pass" on a great car! I have a Rio Cinco that has 3, miles and
it's so far very good. In fact they called me to see if I'm happy and said don't hesitate to let us
know. So don't knock Kia! You may want to watch which messages you reply to. I wasn't the
one with the comments on the Sephia. Whoops sorry about that! Yeah, it's a bit like judging
current Hyundai models on the first generation Excel. The Korean carmakers, except Daewoo,
have made great strides in quality, design and performance in a short amount of time. They've
gone from bottom of the barrel barely twenty years ago to being competitive with domestic and
most Japanese cars while still offering a greater value than just about anything on the market. I
have tremendous respect for these guys. It's all part of the whole Asian car buying experience.
Why would someone love Kia Motors so much? Good question! Here's one reason. The car was
great, too. Why would someone spend so much time talking about his car for years if there
wasn't some truth to it? I know, that's not enough. Talk is cheap, you say. Well, I invite you to go
test drive one. The thing is I loved my '99 Kia Sephia and it was one of the cars Kia built while
they were in their so-called "weak-building" years. I don't think they were "weak-building" years.
But a more than competent little car that looked light years better than the Toyota Corolla and
the Honda Civic. Ya better believe it's important what a car looks like. I compared the skin
design integrity of the '99 Kia Sephia I bought to the same on a Civic or Corolla and there was
no comparison. End of search. Kia won without a fight. Smart, educated car-builders who did it
right. BTW-there is no scientific research available on the Internet or even your local bookstore
or even your favorite local newspaper that can substantiate any way that Kia Motors was
improved by Hyundai Motors. Sure, they share some architecture now. Stop, for a second. I
bought my '99 Sephia and it ran great. Was the HYundai Elantra of perfect? Now, it is true that
Kia had some serious financial difficulties in and it was cool that big bro Hyundai came to their
rescue. But, then again, it could have been Ford, or Chrysler. Who can put anything together
and publish it that details exactly what Hyundai has done that improved Kia so much?
Technical, car building details, men. Not rhetoric. Ya ain't gonna find too much in them that
hills. These guys are good and they know exactly what they're doing. Don't get me wrong, I like
Hyundai a lot. The Hyundai Tiburon is the finest looking car made by any car manufacturer
anywhere on earth. It absolutely rocks like the Guess Who and Foghat. So I'm not being
antagonistic here. ASMOF it would only enlighten us all if anyone can come up with anything
more than simple platform sharing. All in all there's no stoppping either Kia or Hyundai now. I
knew back in that Kia would not sink like the Titianic. Too much talent and too much brawn and
too much fine automobile to just shoo into the Nevada desert or the Ozark Mountains. Sit back,
crack open a flavored, diet soda and watch the domestic makers flail and these two S. Korean
automakers surge. After a brief look at Scion I am back in the Saddle again and into an extended
jam with Kia. Rock on! This is probably a little far back but i havent been able to get on. The
factory sterio is okay, along with the speakers. I can actually turn the volume up without that
horrible "cheap speakers" sound. When i owned my 04 kia rio, my husband could not stretch
his leg all the way out causing him to ride the clutch alot without meaning to. Not all the way

still, but alot more and he has more room to move around. It seems like they're making the rios
more of a family sedan than just an A-B car. As for the headroom i never really noticed having a
problem with that in the 04 or I mean, nowadays with the prices of cars, im really satisfied with
the If someone is sitting in the passenger seat under 70 lbs,a light comes up above the radio
indicating that the passanger airbag is off. This is for if a child is sitting in the front, which they
shouldnt be anyways, the airbag does not go off to cause further damage in case of an accident.
Yeah, I have a Kenwood stereo in my '01 Kia Sportage 4x4 and it's great. The '06 Kia Rio sounds
great and when I go to shop for a car that may be the one I get. The black color looks good on
the new Rio. The back seat is for our dogs so it looks like they'll get plenty of room plus they'll
be able to look out the rear Rio windows just fine. Keep us up-to-date on any new happenings
with your '06 Kia Rio sedan, OK? I really like the new Rio look. Kia has it nailed down well on the
styling. I love that high beltline in the rear-it really has the European look to it. These Rio's are
selling like hotcakes in Europe for Kia and so are the new Kia Picanto's, their new microcar.
We'd have to decide on the larger Sportage or the smaller Rio but the better gas mileage of the
Rio has me interested. It's just one one red. Now I know it's for real! I can't wait for one to turn
up here. They look fantastic in the photos I've seen. Maybe it'll be the great alternative for the
money to the Mazda3 hatchback that I'm hoping for. I had to go back to my dealership yesterday
and they still dont have them. So how are they? Ive heard all this talk about them but no ones
actually seen them. Did u happen to test drive one? It looks great. The car stands out and looks
really sharp in comparison to the Kia Spectra5 that they park right by the Rio5. It has the
5-spoke alloys and that swoosh at the rear end of the Rio5 on both sides taillights looks really
impressive. The Rio5 is fully loaded with airbag protection, too. I'll be checking their lot often for
updates. Getting the alloys at deal time wouldn't be totally necessary, though. Wheels can
always be switched out later. Thats the exact car that i purchased couple of weeks ago. But i
still like it. I saw the darker interior and didnt like it at all. My wife and I have a decent amount of
room up front in our '01 Kia Sportage 4x4. I like this new '06 Kia Rio sedan and '06 Kia Rio5 both
but am concerned up front about the amount of shoulder room available in them. Very nice car, I
officially would like to have one! I would take the dark interior, but would look at a lighter color
interior along with the dark and then make my decision which one I like best. Me and my
husband drive together all the time and i find it a good amount of shoulder room. Ive never
found it quishy between us and hes a pretty big guy. Although in the 04 we had, sometimes
when he shifted, sometimes he would bump into me but now we dont have that problem. They
certainly made it more roomier than the older models. They also have an '06 Kia Rio5 hatchback
in stock, and it has the 5-speed manual. The Rio5 is Tropical Red, it sort of looks like the San
Francisco 49'er red, if you know what that looks like. I like it a lot. So, I have my eye on the Rio5
in Tropical Red. The only option it has is carpeted mats. It has a spoiler on back, and a
windshield wiper in back as well. Your input on the shoulder room has left me with warm and
fuzzy feelings about it. Our '01 Kia Sportage 4x4 is fine but I would like the mpg for mini-trips
exploring our new home, Idaho. I may talk to the dealer soon. What a combination, huh! Now
although this message comes from some time ago, keep in mind that the Sephia was built atop
a modified Mazda and platform. I used to own one and was not a bad car, but recently had it
totalled and purchased a Rio. The car although with a smaller, supposedly less powerful engine
than the hp in the Sephia is a WORLD away in the architecture. I miss the Sephia in that I only
had 2 pymts left but do not at all because of the driving experience of the Rio. Little vibration at
high speeds mph which I normally do in anything I drive and excellent acceleration. I'm thinking
the same thing. The new Kia Rio sedan and Rio5 both look really good. A lot of car for the
money and great performance and fuel economy. It seems to be uncomplimentary mainly for the
Rio5. Healey is more positive on the LX sedan. First, the Rio5 is not aimed at buyers like him--so
I'm not surprised he didn't like it. The Rio5 got a much more positive review the other day in the
LA Times, by someone who appreciated its European flavor. But I agree with Healey's point that
the Rio is pricey when fully equipped. I think that will prove to be the car's Achilles' heel--one
that can be remedied by a dollup of rebates, of course. Healey hits the nail on the head when he
talks about a nicely optioned Rio5 being pricey and in the territory of several other decent cars
from other makers. With the consistent reports of driveline harshness by the media, I'm also
beginning to wonder if that might also be a deal breaker for some. It seems like availability of
Rios in the midwest has been a problem. My dealer which is an exclusive KIA dealer has had
probably about 5 Rio sedans and 1 Rio5 in total cross their lot so far. It looks like they're not
having any trouble selling the ones they've gotten so far, but that's a pretty pathetic amount of
product they've received so far. I haven't visitied any other KIA dealers they're too far away to
see if it's a dealer-specific condition or not. But I know my dealer must be just about ready to
scream, since they sold out of their old Rio stock several weeks ago. I'll be interested to see
what the TMV values of Rios at dealerships are once their lots become fully stocked with

several dozen units at any given time. Pricet or not the Rio is a great car. I have a Rio Cinco. I
was a bit disappointed that Kia went from station wagon to the hatchback on the Rio5. That fact
kept me from trading my for a Rio5. How does the actual cargo volume of the Cinco compare to
the Rio5? I'm really not sure what reviewers are talking about with the comments on "driveline
harshness". I thought the Rio LX I drove, an automatic, was very smooth and quiet on the
highway up to at least 70 mph and the autoshifter was unnoticeable in its operation. Maybe the
5-speed revs higher on the highway, hence more noise. The little engine does have a grunt
when pushed, but c'mon, it's a low-end car with a small engine. If you want total isolation from
all engine noise, go buy a Lexus. Interesting difference IMO. I'm assuming rear seat up
Maximum Cargo Capacity: 44 cu. I'm assuming rear seat up Maximum Cargo Capacity: 50 cu.
It's built for a sporty feel, to toss into turns. The Healey review does not dampen my enthusiasm
for the car at all. He doesn't like Kia and his bias is so strong it causes him to nitpick. I am on
my 2nd Kia and both have had a bit of a buzzy sound on acceleration, but you can push Kia's
and they respond. The only way I'm gonna find out how this car drives is to go test drive it.
Healey's review just leaves me with a funky feeling inside that he just views Kia Motors as a bug
on his Lexus' windshield. I would not take a car reviewer's word on any car that I was really
interested in. I remain very interested in both the Rio5 and the Rio 4-door sedan by Kia for The
Rio will be safe to drive, too, with all of those airbags. No power steering on the base models to
save money. I don't think you'd need it in a car this small, anyway. My '99 Kia Sephia didn't have
power steering and it didn't bother the enjoyment of driving the car at all. The European styling
of the '06 Kia Rio's has grown on me and I am just starting to prefer the Rio5 styling by just a
tad over the sedan but it's not decided yet at all which one I'd go with. Meanwhile, the Sportage
4x4 heads into a southeastern Idaho winter which is supposed to turn snowy this weekend.
Running like an absolute champ. I am on my second Rio Cinco. My first was a and now my I like
the better I couldn't believe how much improvment 2 years made. You are right about the buzzy
sound but mine will respond also. IMO the will carry on that tradition. I will give them that and
just go find something else to read until I find something that I can actually learn from. Who
really goes by what a car writer says in relation to what they actually decide to buy? Not me.
They are selling shiploads of their new minicar Picanto in Europe as well. Contemplate that for a
second or two Kia doesn't really need your buying dollar here in America. They'll get it anyway
but they are selling strongly worldwide so what pithy American reviewers say about their cars
really doesn't mean too much. All of the other reviews I've read on the Kia Rio's has been
positive. I was wasting time in a bookstore yesterday and picked up a copy of mph magazine.
The magazine is usually a joke, written by potty-mouthed teenagers, it seems. It seemed unfair
from the beginning because the Rio and Accent were automatics and the Scion was a 5-speed
manual. Surprise, the Scion was faster! The Kia and Hyundai both did in Perhaps most potential
buyers won't be bothered by that. The manual version should be more around the 10 second
mark which is passable. The review wasn't flattering, but wasn't altogether horrible either. They
decided the Scion was the winner, but made at least
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a few positive remarks about the other two. I look forward to a comparison by a professional
car magazine that doesn't require one to take a bong hit before reading. A comparison of the
latest small cars--Rio, Accent, Fit, Yaris, and Versa--would make a great article. They were quite
positive, noting the tasteful and comfortable interior, the muscular exterior, and the engine that
is smoother and pulls strongly and willingly to redline. They didn't like the automatic much,
which is interesting because I thought it worked very well on my test drive. Maybe they took
steeper hills than I did. Pretty complimentary it sounds like. A muscular exterior The interior is
tasteful and the engine pulls eagerly to redline. Sounds like they liked the new Rio! I'm gonna
have to get the December Car and Driver and read the review. It's a really short review, a
first-take really--save your money and take a quick look at the library. Maybe they'll do a full test
sometime. Sign In or Register to comment.

